
On Street Day shows Schedule
Grafton Street

Friday
11:45am - 12:15pm Jules Fallon

Dublin Fashion Festival Creative Director and womenswear stylist Jules
Fallon, takes to the stage to showcase the best of #DublinFashion from the
south side of the river.

12.15pm -12.35pm 
James Patrice 

Social media star and Men's Fashion Ireland Fashion Editor, James Patrice
Butler showcases is favourite menswear looks from Southside retailers.

12.45pm 1.15pm Jules Fallon
Dublin Fashion Festival Creative Director and womenswear stylist Jules
Fallon, takes to the stage to showcase the best of #DublinFashion from the
south side of the river.

1.15pm – 1:35pm James Patrice Social media star and Men's Fashion Ireland Fashion Editor, James PatriceButler showcases is favourite menswear looks from Southside retailers.

1:45 pm – 2:15pm No7
Join No7 to discover your perfect match. The No7 match made service will
help you discover the colours, shades and finishes perfectly suited to you.
Their makeup artist will help you discover your perfect lipstick and blush
colours to suit your skin tone.

2:15 pm – 2:45 Dyson
The team behind Dyson’s ground-breaking vacuum cleaners have
redesigned the modest hair dryer into a Supersonic™ beauty essential that
will revolutionise your styling routine. The Dyson team will be
demonstrating how to use the new Supersonic™ hair dryer, giving you the
best tips and tricks for hair styling and you will also have the opportunity
to pick one up for yourself.



2:45 – 3:15 pm Aran Sweater 
Marker

A Fashion from Aran Sweater market showcasing the best of Irish knitwear

3.15pm - 3.45pm
Vintage Fashion 

show 
The Vintage Fashion show is a celebration of our independent Vintage
traders and their fabulous collections. TV Stylist and vintage enthusiast
Irene O'Brien is now presenting a Vintage style workshop, featuring looks
from a selection of Dublin's finest Vintage shops and offering tips on
incorporating Vintage into your wardrobe. She will talk us through the
various styles and eras of the featured looks, as well as offering some tips
on shopping for Vintage and caring for your clothes.

3:45pm - 4.15pm Etiquette School 
of Ireland

A fashion show on how to transform yourself from office to evening with
tips on all things grooming fashion and etiquette.

4:15pm - 4:45pm Cath Kidston Showcasing their fabulous forest themed AW16 collection featuring
"modern vintage" dresses layered under chunky knits as well as "Future
Florals". Their new capsule collection of bags & accessories featuring
pared back styling and monochrome prints.

4:45pm - 5:15pm
Dyson The Dyson team will be demonstrating how to use the new Supersonic™

hair dryer, giving you the best tips and tricks for hair styling and you will
also have the opportunity to pick one up for yourself.

5:15pm - 5:45pm
Ted Baker

Autumn/Winter 2016 sees the launch of the Ted's 'Mission Impeccable'
campaign. Unravel the mystery with Ted's gripping new A/W 16 short film,
an exciting collaboration with esteemed director Guy Richie. Putting Ted's
finest assets in the frame for the new season, the film showcases his most-
wanted pieces, ensuring your AW wish list is firmly within your clutches.

#DublinFashion                #GalaxyStyle


